Open vs. robot-assisted radical cystectomy with extracorporeal or intracorporeal urinary diversion for bladder cancer

A pairwise meta-analysis of outcomes and a network meta-analysis of complications
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ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION: There are no meta-analyses of randomized controlled trials (RCTs) comparing open radical cystectomy (ORC) with robot-assisted radical cystectomy (RARC), inclusive of both intracorporeal (iRARC) and extracorporeal (hRARC) urinary reconstruction.

METHODS: MEDLINE, Embase, Scopus, the International Clinical Trials Registry Platform and ClinicalTrials.gov registries were searched in May 2022. Outcomes of interest included recurrence- or progression-free survival (RFS/PFS), margin status and lymph node yield, mean estimated blood loss (EBL) and operating room time (ORT), hospital length of stay (LOS), 90-day complications and readmissions, and quality of life (QoL). Pairwise meta-analyses and network meta-analyses were performed using random-effects models and Bayesian hierarchical random-effects models, respectively.

RESULTS: We found no significant differences between RARC and ORC for oncological and most perioperative outcomes: RFS/PFS (hazard ratio [HR] 0.91, 95% confidence interval [CI] 0.67–1.23); positive surgical margins (odds ratio [OR] 1.05, 95% CI 0.60–1.85); lymph node yield (mean difference [MD] -0.63, 95% CI -2.63–1.37); LOS (MD -0.22, 95% CI -1.10–0.65); overall complications (OR 0.81, 95% CI 0.61–1.07); major complications (OR 0.94, 95% CI 0.69–1.30); readmissions (OR 0.90, 95% CI 0.60–1.35); and QoL (standardized MD -0.02, 95% CI -0.17–0.14). We found significantly lower EBL for RARC compared to ORC (MD -312.61, 95% CI -447 to -178.22) at the expense of significantly prolonged ORT (MD 82.34 minutes, 95% CI 44.82–119.86). Network meta-analysis did not find significant differences in complications between hRARC and iRARC.

CONCLUSIONS: This meta-analysis confirms the equivalence of RARC and ORC with respect to oncological outcomes.

INTRODUCTION

Bladder cancer is the 10th most frequently diagnosed cancer worldwide, with roughly 573,000 new cases and 213,000 deaths in 2020.1 Approximately 25% of patients have muscle-invasive bladder cancer (MIBC) at the time of diagnosis.2 Radical cystectomy (RC) with bilateral pelvic lymphadenectomy remains the gold-standard treatment for MIBC;3 however, RC is associated with a high postoperative morbidity. Overall complication rates within 30 and 90 days after RC range from 40–60%.4 In an attempt to decrease surgical morbidity, robot-assisted radical cystectomy (RARC) was introduced in 2003.3 Use of RARC continues to increase worldwide.6,7 Initially, the focus of RARC was on its extirpative component. Hybrid RARC (hRARC; i.e., RARC with extracorporeal urinary diversion [UD]) was initially the standard surgical technique.6 Considering that the UD is the most technically demanding component of the procedure,8 total intracorporeal RARC (iRARC) was introduced slowly afterwards.9,10 Recent data from the International Robotic Cystectomy Consortium (iRCC) demonstrated the uptake of iRARC at centers focused on RARC.11 The comparative effectiveness of hRARC and iRARC is controversial, based primarily on retrospective, non-randomized data.12,14

We previously performed a meta-analysis on randomized clinical trial (RCT) data comparing outcomes of patients treated with open radical cystectomy (ORC) vs.
Riveros et al.

**KEY MESSAGES**

- In comparing differences in 90-day complication rates, we found significantly lower EBL for RARC vs. ORC at the expense of significantly prolonged operating room time.

- Network meta-analysis did not find significant differences in 90-day complications between hybrid RARC and completely intracorporeal RARC.

- This contemporary meta-analysis confirms the equivalence of RARC and ORC with respect to oncological outcomes.

RARC. Our report found no differences in recurrence or progression-free survival (RFS/PFS), surgical margin rates, lymph node dissection yield, hospital length of stay (LOS), or complication rates; however, our previous meta-analysis was limited exclusively to data on hRARC. Since then, results from RCTs comparing iRARC to ORC have been published. We sought to update the results from our previous meta-analysis, as well as indirectly compare differences in rates of 90-day complications between hRARC and iRARC through a network meta-analysis (NMA).

**METHODS**

We conducted the study in accordance with the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) statement and the extension for NMA. The protocol has been pre-registered in the International Prospective Register of Systematic Reviews database (PROSPERO: CRD341117).

**Search strategy and selection criteria**

We searched the MEDLINE, Embase, and Scopus databases, along with the International Clinical Trials Registry Platform (ICTRP) and ClinicalTrials.gov registries using the following search terms as medical subject headings and keywords: “cystectomy” AND “robotics” AND “randomized controlled trial.” The searches were conducted without date restriction, from database inception to May 30, 2022. We limited our search to English-language RCTs in human adults. A full search strategy is presented in the Appendix (available at cuaj.ca). Following the systematic search, duplicates were removed. The records were screened by two independent reviewers (CR and SR) and disagreements were resolved by a third reviewer (RS). Studies were selected if they compared ORC to either hRARC or iRARC for the treatment of MIBC. Non-randomized trials and retrospective studies were excluded.

**Outcome measures and data extraction**

Outcomes of interest included RFS/PFS, as well as surrogates of oncological efficacy (margin status and lymph node yield), perioperative outcomes (mean estimated blood loss [EBL], mean operating room time [ORT], hospital LOS, 90-day complications, and 90-day readmissions), and quality of life (QoL). We did not re-examine recurrence patterns due to inconsistent categorization among the studies. Data were extracted in duplicate using an a priori developed template. In cases of multiple publications on the same cohort, we extracted the most recent data for the outcome. For continuous variables, we extracted the mean and standard deviation (SD); median and interquartile ranges were converted using the approach described by Wan et al. We extracted the number of 90-day complications of any Clavien-Dindo (CD) grade, as well as major (CD grade ≥3) complications. On the basis of a previous meta-analysis, we extracted the last recorded overall score for QoL 6–12 months after RC. Despite QoL questionnaire heterogeneity, higher global scores indicated a greater QoL. In cases where mean and 95% confidence interval (CI) were reported, we derived the SD using the method found in the Cochrane handbook.

**Risk of bias assessment**

Risk of bias at the study level was assessed in duplicate using the Cochrane Collaboration tool. This qualitative assessment evaluates six domains: randomization, allocation concealment, blinding of participants and personnel, blinding of outcome assessment, attrition bias, and selective reporting. Each domain could be judged as having low, unclear, or high risk of bias. Funnel plot asymmetry was not assessed due to the low number of eligible RCTs.

**Statistical analyses**

Consistent with our original meta-analysis, the pairwise meta-analysis was performed using random-effects models with RevMan software, version 5.4 (Review Manager 2020; The Cochrane Collaboration; Copenhagen, Denmark). We conducted pooled pairwise meta-analyses comparing ORC to RARC, regardless of the UD modality, as well as subgroup meta-analyses comparing ORC to either hRARC or iRARC.
The inverse variance and the Mantel-Haenszel methods were used for continuous and binary outcomes, respectively. For survival data and continuous outcomes, we report hazard ratio (HR) and mean difference (MD), respectively, along with 95% CI. Since the questionnaires used to report QoL were different among the studies, we report standardized mean differences (SMD) with 95% CI. Binary outcomes were reported using odds ratio (OR) with 95% CI. Statistical heterogeneity was assessed using the I² statistic and the p-value of the Q statistic. P-values were two-sided and values <0.05 were deemed significant.

To indirectly compare 90-day complications between hRARC and iRARC, a NMA was performed under a Bayesian hierarchical random-effects model using MetaInsight (https://crsu.shinyapps.io/MetaInsight_Beta). Briefly, this application uses the ‘gemtc’ R package to simultaneously model all direct and indirect comparisons based on a Markov chain Monte Carlo simulation technique. We used pooled ORs with 95% credible interval (CrIs) to estimate the risk of 90-day complications across different RC surgical approaches. We generated league tables and rankograms based on surface under the cumulative ranking (SUCRA) values. League tables present the relative ORs with 95% CrIs for every possible pairwise (direct or indirect) combination. A treatment’s SUCRA corresponds to its overall rank for efficacy; in this case, the highest value corresponds to the surgical approach associated with the lowest odds of 90-day complications (any CD grade and CD grade ≥3). An unrelated mean effects model was fitted to graphically assess for global inconsistency.

**RESULTS**

**Characteristics and risk of bias of the included studies**

The initial literature search yielded 279 records; after the two screening stages, 14 publications were eligible for quantitative analysis (Figure 1). We identified five unique RCTs involving 541 participants comparing hRARC to ORC, in addition to five related publications reporting updated QoL measures and RFS/PFS. Three RCTs involving 483 participants comparing iRARC to ORC were identified, along with one related publication reporting updated 90-day outcomes. The trials comparing hRARC to ORC were conducted from 2008–2014, while the trials comparing iRARC to ORC were conducted from 2017–2020 (Table 1). The protocols and methods of all included studies were reviewed and generally considered to have an overall low risk of bias with adequate randomization (Supplementary Figure 1; available in the Appendix at cuaj.ca). Due to the physical component of surgery, blinding was not attempted in all but one of the studies. Thus, most studies were deemed at high risk of performance bias.

**Pairwise meta-analysis**

**RECURRENCE/PROGRESSION-FREE SURVIVAL AND ONCOLOGICAL SURROGATES**

Four studies (three comparing hRARC to ORC, and one comparing iRARC to ORC) (Figure 2A) were assessed for RFS/PFS. We found no difference between RARC (i.e., hRARC/iRARC) and ORC with respect to RFS/PFS (total HR 0.91, 95% CI 0.67–1.23, p=0.5, I²= 0%). Subgroup meta-analysis comparing hRARC to ORC included five-year RFS/PFS data from Bochner et al, as well as updated data from CORAL (five-year RFS/PFS) and RAZOR (three-year RFS/PFS). We failed to find significant differences between hRARC and ORC in RFS/PFS (HR 0.83, 95% CI 0.58–1.19, p=0.3, I²= 0%). Subgroup meta-analysis comparing iRARC to...
Table 1. Clinical, demographic characteristics, and primary and secondary outcomes of the trials included in the meta-analysis of R ARC and OR C

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Year of publication</th>
<th>Trial population</th>
<th>Design</th>
<th>Trial period</th>
<th>Sample size</th>
<th>Median/mean age, yrs (range/SD)</th>
<th>Median followup [IQR], months</th>
<th>Study endpoints</th>
<th>Secondary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parekh et al</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Single U.S. center</td>
<td>Pilot, randomized trial</td>
<td>July 2009 to June 2011</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20 hRARC: 69.5 (62.3–74) ORC: 64.5 (59.8–72.3)</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>Oncologic efficacy, perioperative outcomes</td>
<td>QoL outcomes, functional recovery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bochner et al</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Single U.S. center</td>
<td>Randomized trial</td>
<td>Mar 2010 to Mar 2013</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>58 hRARC: 66 (60–71) ORC: 65 (58–69)</td>
<td>58.8 [46.8–70.8]</td>
<td>Overall 90-day Clavien grade 2–5 complications</td>
<td>Recurrence-free, cancer-specific, and overall survival</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khan et al</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>Single U.K. center</td>
<td>Randomized trial</td>
<td>Mar 2009 to July 2012</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20 hRARC: 68.6 (6.8) ORC: 66.6 (8.8)</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>30-d and 90-d Clavien complications</td>
<td>Perioperative clinical, pathologic, and oncological outcomes, QoL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parekh et al</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>15 U.S. centers</td>
<td>Randomized, open-label, non-inferiority, phase 3 trial</td>
<td>July 2011 to Nov 2014</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>152 hRARC: 70 (40–90) ORC:67 (37–85)</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>2-year progression-free survival</td>
<td>EBL, transfusion rate, perioperative outcomes, pathologic results, operating time, length of hospital stay, 90-day complications, change in QoL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mastroianni et al</td>
<td>2022</td>
<td>Single Italy center</td>
<td>Randomized trial</td>
<td>Jan 2018 to Oct 2020</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>58 hRARC: 64 (53–70) ORC: 66 (59–71)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Overall transfusion rate</td>
<td>Perioperative outcomes, global cost analysis, and 6-month functional, oncologic, and QoL outcomes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catto et al</td>
<td>2022</td>
<td>9 U.K. centers</td>
<td>Randomized, unblinded, phase 3 trial</td>
<td>Mar 2017 to Mar 2020</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>156 hRARC: 69.3 (8.0) ORC: 68.7 (8.4)</td>
<td>18.4 [12.8–21.1]</td>
<td>Days alive and out of the hospital within 90 days of surgery (length of stay, readmissions, deaths)</td>
<td>Recovery, perioperative morbidity, oncological outcomes, surgeon fatigue</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EBL: estimated blood loss; hRARC: hybrid robot-assisted radical cystectomy; iRARC: total intracorporeal robot-assisted radical cystectomy; IQR: interquartile range; NR: not reported; ORC: open radical cystectomy; QoL: quality of life; RARC: robot-assisted radical cystectomy.
Figure 2 (A–D). Forest plots summarizing the meta-analyses between robot-assisted radical cystectomy (RARC) and open radical cystectomy (ORC) for: (A) recurrence-free or progression-free survival; (B) positive surgical margin; (C) lymph node dissection yield; (D) mean estimated blood loss (mL). *Since greater mean values were deemed desirable for this outcome, the X-axis was labeled accordingly. CI: confidence interval; df: degrees of freedom; hRARC: hybrid RARC; iRARC: completely intracorporeal RARC; IV: inverse variance; M-H: Mantel-Haenszel; SD: standard deviation; SE: standard error.
ORC was not possible, given that only one study had data on RS/PS.35

The pooled meta-analysis for oncological surrogates (surgical margin rates and lymph node yield) was based on seven studies (four comparing hRARC to ORC, and three comparing iRARC to ORC) (Figures 2B, 2C). We found no difference between RARC and ORC with respect to positive surgical margins (total OR 1.05, 95% CI 0.60-1.85, p=0.9, I²=0%) and lymph node yield (total MD -0.63, 95% CI -2.63-1.37, p=0.5, I²=39%).
Meta-analysis of robotic vs. open cystectomy

**PERIOPERATIVE OUTCOMES: ESTIMATED BLOOD LOSS, OPERATING ROOM TIME, AND HOSPITAL LENGTH OF STAY**

The pooled meta-analysis for mean EBL and ORT was based on seven studies (four comparing hRARC to ORC, and three comparing iRARC to ORC) (Figures 2D, 2E). Mean EBL favored RARC over ORC (total MD -312.61, 95% CI -477.00 to -148.22 mL, p<0.001, I²=90%). In subgroup meta-analyses, mean EBL favored hRARC alone over ORC (MD -280.47, 95% CI -435.67 to -125.26 mL, p<0.001, I²=70%) and iRARC alone over ORC (MD -359.17, 95% CI -616.50 to -101.83 mL, p=0.006, I²=96%). Mean ORT favored ORC over RARC (total MD 82.34, 95% CI 44.82–119.86 minutes, p<0.001, I²=94%). In subgroup meta-analyses, mean ORT favored ORC over hRARC (total MD 35.72, 95% CI 10.70–60.73 minutes, p=0.002, I²=54%) and ORC over iRARC (total MD 46.62, 95% CI 21.45–71.79 minutes, p<0.001, I²=96%). Mean HLOS favored ORC over RARC (total MD 2.22, 95% CI 0.15–4.29 days, p=0.03, I²=72%). In subgroup meta-analyses, mean HLOS favored ORC over iRARC (total MD 1.26, 95% CI 0.24–2.27 days, p=0.01, I²=88%) and ORC over hRARC (total MD 1.26, 95% CI 0.24–2.27 days, p=0.01, I²=88%).

**Figure 2 (H–J).** Forest plots summarizing the meta-analyses between robot-assisted radical cystectomy (RARC) and open radical cystectomy (ORC) for: (H) Clavien-Dindo high-grade (≥3) complications; (I) 90-day readmissions; (J) quality of life. *Since greater mean values were deemed desirable for this outcome, the X-axis was labeled accordingly. CI: confidence interval; df: degrees of freedom; hRARC: hybrid RARC; iRARC: completely intracorporeal RARC; IV: inverse variance; MV: Mantel-Haenszel; SD: standard deviation; SE: standard error.
ORT favored ORC over hRARC alone (MD 76.45, 95% CI 29.28–123.63 minutes, p=0.001, I²=83%) and ORC over iRARC alone (MD 89.42, 95% CI 27.35–151.49 minutes, p=0.005, I²=98%).

The pooled meta-analysis for hospital LOS was based on six studies (three comparing hRARC to ORC, and three comparing iRARC to ORC) (Figure 2F). We found no difference between RARC and ORC in hospital LOS (total MD -0.22, 95% CI -1.10–0.65 days, p=0.6, I²=70%). Likewise, we did not find differences in subgroup meta-analyses: hRARC vs. ORC (MD -0.50, 95% CI -1.15–0.14 days, p=0.13, I²=0%) and iRARC vs. ORC (MD -0.09, 95% CI -1.88–1.69, p=0.9, I²=86%).

**90-DAY POSTOPERATIVE COMPLICATIONS, READMISSIONS, AND QUALITY OF LIFE**

The pooled meta-analysis for any and major complications was based on six studies (three comparing hRARC to ORC, and three comparing iRARC to ORC) (Figures 2G, 2H). We found no difference between RARC and ORC in complications of any CD grade (total OR 0.81, 95% CI 0.61–1.07, p=0.14, I²=0%), as well as major complications (total OR 0.94, 95% CI 0.69–1.30, p=0.7, I²=0%). Likewise, we did not find differences in subgroup meta-analyses: hRARC vs. ORC (any complications: OR 0.82, 95% CI 0.53–1.25, p=0.4, I²=0%; major complications: OR 1.08, 95% CI
We found no difference between rArC and orC, and three comparing irArC to orC) (Figure 2I). We found no difference between RARC and ORC in 90-day readmissions (total OR 0.90, 95% CI 0.60–1.35, p=0.6, I²=29%). Likewise, we did not find differences in subgroup meta-analysis of iRARC vs. ORC (OR 0.86, 95% CI 0.47–1.57, p=0.6, I²=42%). Subgroup meta-analysis comparing hRARC to ORC was not possible, given that only one study had data on 90-day readmissions.

The pooled meta-analysis for QoL was based on six studies (four comparing hRARC to ORC, and two comparing iRARC to ORC) (Figure 2J). We found no difference between RARC and ORC in 90-day complications (total OR 0.97, 95% CI 0.97–0.98, p=0.8, I²=0%). Likewise, we did not find differences in subgroup meta-analyses: hRARC vs. ORC (SMD -0.11, 95% CI -0.34–0.12, p=0.3, I²=0%) and iRARC vs. ORC (SMD 0.05, 95% CI -0.23–0.33, p=0.7, I²=34%).

**Network meta-analyses**

Six studies were included in the NMA for any and major 90-day postoperative complications (network geometry plot is shown in Supplementary Figure 2; available in the Appendix at cuaj.ca). Our analysis indicated that there were no significant differences in the odds of any CD grade complication (OR 0.97, 95% CI 0.42–2.11) or major complications (OR 1.33, 95% CI 0.55–3.23) between hRARC and iRARC (Figures 3A, 3B). Among the surgical modalities, both hRARC and iRARC had similar probabilities for any CD grade complications, with SUCRA scores of 67.8 and 64.1 respectively (Figure 3A).

Regarding major complications, iRARC was associated with the highest probability of having the lowest complications (SUCRA 73.2), followed by ORC (SUCRA 47.0) and hRARC (SUCRA 29.8) (Figure 3B). Lastly, the deviance contribution plots showed no evidence of global inconsistency (Supplementary Figure 3; available in the Appendix at cuaj.ca).

**DISCUSSION**

This study presents an up-to-date, pairwise meta-analysis comparing RARC to ORC, as well as a novel NMA indirectly comparing hRARC to iRARC with respect to 90-day complications. After the inclusion of three recently published RCTs comparing iRARC to ORC, RARC and ORC remain equivalent with respect to all oncological outcomes of interest. Further, we did not find significant differences in perioperative outcomes between RARC and ORC, except for lower EBL in the case of RARC at the expense of prolonged ORT. Indirect comparisons of overall and major 90-day complications between hRARC and iRARC failed to show any significant differences.

The increased use of RARC has been accompanied by concerns regarding its oncological equivalence to ORC. This has been a topic of exploration within other surgical specialties as well, specifically laparoscopic surgery for cervical cancer. Although these factors were of concern in the adoption of RARC, the summative and consistent safety profile, as measured by RFS/PFS, between RARC and ORC has been reassuring. The iROC study was the only RCT that compared RFS/PFS between iRARC and ORC. It did not find significant differences in cancer recurrence between the two groups after a median followup of 18.4 months. While encouraging, we await long-term, prospective data for RFS/PFS, particularly from RCTs comparing iRARC to ORC. We did not compare recurrence site patterns, given the irreconcilable categorization among the RCTs; however, our previous meta-analysis showed that neither RARC nor ORC was associated with a significantly higher likelihood of locoregional or distant recurrence.

Complication rate has been a topic of close investigation for RARC since the sentinel RCTs. In this updated meta-analysis, we did not find significant differences between RARC and ORC with respect to any major complications. One of the motivations for a completely intracorporeal robotic approach has been to potentially decrease perioperative complications. The three recent RCTs comparing iRARC to ORC failed to show significant differences between these two surgical approaches (any complications: OR 0.80, 95% CI 0.54–1.18, p=0.26; major complications: OR 0.82, 95% CI 0.51–1.30, p=0.39). In the iROC study, iRARC was associated with lower rates of thromboembolic and wound complications compared to ORC. The other two studies did not have granular data regarding complication types. Fundamentally, these results might indicate that enhanced recovery after surgery (ERAS) protocols have equalized safety profiles between RARC and ORC, and/or we have reached a plateau in terms of morbidity despite the introduction of RARC.

This meta-analysis indicates equivalence between RARC and ORC, except for lower EBL in exchange for longer ORT in RARC. We did not find differences in hospital LOS between RARC and ORC. Two RCTs
comparing iRARC and ORC examined days alive and out of the hospital (DAOH) within 90 days of surgery. The BORARC feasibility trial did not find differences in DAOH, while the iROC study found a statistically significant increase of 2.2 days in DAOH for iRARC over ORC. DAOH reflects a composite of recovery and major complications. The increase of 2.2 days in DAOH for iRARC was largely driven by lower rates of readmission in this group (21.8%) compared to ORC (32.2%). Nonetheless, our meta-analysis did not find significant differences in 90-day readmissions between RARC and ORC.

While oncological outcomes and 90-day complications are equivalent between RARC and ORC, patient-reported outcome measures may ultimately be the tiebreaker. We did not find significant differences between RARC and ORC regarding QoL 6–12 months after RC. The results must be interpreted with caution, given the differences in questionnaires used. As pointed out by the authors of the iROC study, qualitative/quantitative recovery measures seem to give RARC an advantage over ORC. They found that differences in QoL, disability scores, and stamina tests were greatest at five weeks after RC, with ORC patients having a significantly worse recovery than iRARC patients. These differences persisted up to three months for disability and stamina but not for QoL, which could explain our results. Analysis of QALYs for iROC was not reported, but it might be what ultimately supports a higher cost-effectiveness for RARC.

**Limitations**

To our knowledge, this is the first meta-analysis that includes data on iRARC, as well as the first NMA indirectly comparing the odds of 90-day complications between hRARC and iRARC. Nonetheless, the present study is not without limitations.

First, our analysis included a small number of studies. We limited our inclusion criteria to RCTs because they are more likely to provide unbiased information. Second, there was a high level of performance bias given the inherent characteristics of a surgical intervention.

Third, there was a high degree of heterogeneity for some of our analyzed outcomes, such as EBL and ORT. For EBL, the high heterogeneity might be due to the subjectivity of this measure.

Fourth, although iROC argues in favor of an earlier assessment of QoL (i.e., less than three months after RC), we did not have enough data to compare earlier QoL differences between RARC and ORC.

Fifth, given the lack of granular data, we were not able to perform analyses in subgroups of interest, such as type of UD.

Sixth, the generalizability of our findings might be limited to high-volume centers. Nonetheless, current guidelines recommend RARC to be performed in centers with yearly RC volumes >10.

Finally, the data included in this meta-analysis span over 12 years, during which much has evolved within the field of robotic surgery.

**CONCLUSIONS**

This updated, pairwise meta-analysis with inclusion of data on iRARC affirms the oncological equivalence of RARC. An indirect comparison between hRARC and iRARC failed to show differences in overall and major complication rates between these two robotic approaches.
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